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Experimental simultaneous video observations were performed by the Croatian Meteor Network in
2009 and 2012 with four cameras in different parts of visual and near-infrared wavelenghts of the
meteor spectra. These showed that significant parts of the meteor radiation in near infrared can be
observed by 1004X video cameras. Different light curves were observed in near infrared as well as
in the visual part of the meteor spectra, without any obvious physical definitions describing these
differences. The influence of this additional light collected by video cameras seems to be the main
source of the discrepancy between visual and video magnitude estimates, with important consequences
for video meteor analysis in its whole.

1 Introduction

Different authors with varying equipment (Borovička,
1999; Jenniskens et al., 2002) showed that meteors are
radiating at wavelengths of the spectra invisible to the
human eye. This can be seen in the cases of spectra
obtained by high-precision spectroscopes (Jenniskens,
2004)1, as well as (Borovička et al., 2005). The first
experimental observations in visual and near-infrared
(NIR) were made from the Observatory of the Astro-
nomical Society “Istra” in Pula during the 2006 Per-
seids. The results during the maximum proved that
meteors can be observed in NIR as well as in the visual
part of the spectrum, which led to the establishment
of the Croatian Meteor Network (Andreić and Šegon,
2010). During the 2009 and 2012 Perseid maxima, the
Croatian Meteor Network set up an installation of four
cameras in order to observe meteors simultaneously in
different spectral bands, using various filters which are
easily available on the market.

2 Basic set-up

The CMN uses 1004X cameras as main observational
instrument, which has a declared sensitivity of 0.003 lux
at f/1.2. The cameras spectral response is shown in
Figure 1. As can be seen from the curve, this camera is
sensitive up to almost 1 µm—a decent estimate is that
in case of a hypothetical continuous spectra, 45% of

1http://www.eso.org/public/archives/images/screen/

eso0424c.jpg, http://www.eso.org/public/news/eso0424/.

the total light collected would belong to the NIR part.
If we look at typical meteor spectra as presented by
Borovička et al. (2005, Figure 3 and Table 1), we can
see that there are few very intense atmospheric O and
N lines in that part (at 777 nm), which a 1004X camera
should be able to capture.

Figure 1 – Spectral response of the 1004X camera.

In order to compare the amount of light collected in the
visual and NIR part of the spectrum, we used the follow-
ing basic set-up. Four video cameras with a fixed gain
adjusted to the maximum were equipped with the same
3.8–9 mm f/0.95 lenses, mechanically adjusted to point
to the same direction and having the same field-of-view
size. Four video streamings were than used as inputs to
an AVC714 multiplexer (basically a device which joins
four videos in a quad one), which allowed us to have
simultaneous observations from all four cameras. The
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Figure 2 – Basic camera and filter set-up.

cameras were not externally synchronized, so the max-
imal temporary difference between two videos could be
in the order of 1/50 s. It is important to know that
the AVC714 multiplexer video output does not have a
quite fair image quality compared to the ordinary single
video. A single video output stream from the AVC714
multiplexer has then been used as an input video stream
to a PC running Mark Vornhusen’s SkyPatrol soft-
ware. A symbolical overview of the basic set-up can be
seen in Figure 2.

During the 2009 observations, a Philips chipset-based
PCI capture card has been used as the capture device,
with a maximal resolution of 704×576 pixels. The first
camera has been used without any filters, the second
one was equipped with a UV-IR block filter in order to
observe only the visual part of the meteor spectrum,
while the third one has been equipped with a 680 nm
IR pass filter in order to capture only the NIR part.
The spectral characteristics of the UV-IR block and IR
pass filters can be seen in Figures 3 and 4, respectively.

Figure 3 – Spectral characteristics of the UV-IR block filter.

During the 2012 observations an EasyCap USB capture
device has been used, allowing a maximal resolution of
720 × 576 pixels. A fourth camera has been equipped
with a neodymium (Nd) filter, normally used as a light
pollution suppression device in amateur astrophotogra-
phy. As can be seen from the spectral characteristic of
the neodymium filter shown in Figure 5, it filters out

Figure 4 – Spectral characteristics of the IR pass filter.

Figure 5 – Spectral characteristics of the neodymium (Nd)
filter.

the sodium (Na) line (in which yellow sodium street
lights emit), which is one of the most prominent lines
in the visual part of a meteor spectrum.

All images were processed by the standard CMN pro-
cedure, using Peter Gural’s MTP Detector software,
providing the intensity level over the median background
for each meteor detection.

3 Results and discussion

A total of more than 50 meteors were captured in 2009
and 2012. The light curves produced from processed
images show that, in some cases, there is almost no
difference in the shape of light curves obtained by cam-
eras equipped with different filters (Figure 6). In some
other cases, however, there is a significant difference in
the light curve’s shape (Figure 7), suggesting that there
are variations in the meteor’s spectrum.

Moreover, in almost all cases, results show that meteors
radiate significantly in the NIR part of the spectrum,
which is in agreement with results obtained by Shigeno
and Toda (2008) as well as in previously cited papers.
Even more interesting, there are also cases in which the
near-infrared part of the radiation does not seem to be
significant (Figure 8)—but there are some light curves
that are really hard to interpret (Figure 9).
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Figure 6 – Light curves of the same meteor through different
filters. In this case, there is no significant difference in light
curve shape.

Figure 7 – Light curves of the same meteor through different
filters. difference in light curve shape in this case suggests
variations in the meteor’s spectrum.

It seems that the meteor velocity plays an important
role in NIR meteor radiation: swifter meteors show
more near-infrared radiation compared to slower ones.
This has to be studied in more detail, as this could
resolve the currently—to the authors’ knowledge—un-
resolved discrepancy between visual and video meteor
magnitudes.

If we take a look at the neodymium filter spectral char-
acteristic, the usage of a neodymium filter opens the
door for mass observations of meteors in the Na line,
but in an “inverse” way: when comparing intensities
obtained by a UV-IR blocking filter and a neodymium
filter, we may assume that possible difference are mainly
caused by differences in radition in the Na line. In other
words, if a meteor looks fainter when captured through
a neodymium filter than through a UV-IR blocking fil-
ter, this means that we observed the Na line. If the
intensities are of about the same level, this means that
there was no significant emission in the Na line.

Figure 8 – Light curves of the same meteor through dif-
ferent filters. The radition in the near-infrared part of the
spectrum is of very low intensity

Figure 9 – Light curves of the same meteor through different
filters. Significant differences in the light curve shape are
sometimes hard to interpret.

4 Conclusions and future work

The standard CMN 1004X video cameras (as well as
other video cameras used in meteor work) allow me-
teor observations at different wavelenghts of the meteor
spectra. Our experimental set-up has shown that it is
possible to do wide-band meteor spectroscopy.

Our next goal will be to set up another four cameras,
but based on more reliable technology in order to ob-
tain a more decent observing quality for more serious
analysis. There are two topics that could be addressed
to begin with:

1. the analysis of the influence of the velocity on the
near-infrared part of the meteor radiation; and

2. indirect observations of meteors in the Na line
only.
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